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ABSTRACT

Although risk analysis is usually viewed in the context of fieldS such as engineering, the
definitions of the relevant terms are also applicable to the management of renewable
resources. There has been increasing interest and debate on how risk management should be
conducted and four sets of opposing views in this debate are considered here. The Falkland
Islands squid fishery is used as an example to explore where in the spectrum of views
fisheries management approaches might fall. The opposing views tend to be associated with
two quite different approaches to risk management. The implications and applicability of these
different approaches to fisheries management in general are considered.
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Risk analysis in fisheries management: the Falklmid Ishinds squid fishe.y as an example.

Introductiori

Risk analysis and. risk mamigement are usually viewed in the contextS of fields such as
engineering, technology and health. The hazards are, predictably, almost always defined in
terms of potential direct effects on human life. If we look at some of the definitions of terms
such as risk management, we find that they are also applicable to the managerrient of
rcnewable resources.

In arecent report of a Royal Society Study Group on risk management, the term risk
assessment is defined as the study of decisions subject to uncertain conscqti~nces (Anon
1992). Risk management is defined as the proce~s of rriaking of decisions conc~rning risks
and the subsequent implementation of those decisions. When comparing tisheries
management and risk management in its purest form there are, of course, some distinct
differences. There is therefore a need to re-interpret some of the conccptS in the context of
fishenes management.

In the rest of this paper the management approach for the Falkland Isl3.nds squid fishery is
used as an example. Four sets of opposing views that recur in the dehate on how risk
management should be äpproached, Me considered with regard to this example. In the last
section, I briefly look at fisheries managerrient in general and considcr what can be lea...nt
from risk management approaches in other areas.

Thc F:ilklaitd ISlands squid fishelY

Abrief outline of the management approach used in the fishery for lila argentinus around
thc Falkland Islands is necessary. A more detailed description can be fOtmd in Beddington ct
31 (1990). The main stock characteristics that affect managemerit arc the annual nature of
this squid species (a single cohort is fished each year) and the large degree of variability in
recruitment. Tbe management goal is to ensure that the number of spawners at the end of the
fishing season (absolute escapement) does riot fall below ci target or tbreshold level. The basic
assumpiion is that a spawning stock above the threshold level has a high probability of
prodticing viable recruitment in the following season. BelO\v the tbreshold, however, there
is a high probability of very low fecruitment and possible stock collapse. In thc rest of the
text I dfstinguish between threshold arid target: threshold is used for the 'trUe' but unkiiowri
critical level of spawning biomass arid target refers to the management goal for absolute
escapement. Target escapement should ideally be at or above the threshold and can, in that
sense, be seen as an estimate of the threshold. Basson et. al. (in press) preserit a commonsense
approach to estimating target escapement.

The fishery is regulated by effort controls whereby vessels are issued licences to fish in the
Falkland Islands Interim Conservation Zone (FICZ) for a fixed periode Tbe majority of vessels
are from foreign, distant water fleets. The appropriate effort level and hence the number of
licenses has to be deterrriined before thc start of the fishing season, when the stock size is not
yet known. At that stage the effort can only be limited to ensure a given level of proportional
escapement (the ratio of spawnirig stock under thai level of effort to spawning stock under
no fishing) or absolute escapemerit conditional on aSsumptions about recruilment. If
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recruitment IS partlcularly low, even high proportlOnalescapement may not ensure a high
enough spawning stock. There is thererore a need for supplementary control when
assessments during the season indicate that the target level of absolute escapement may not
be met. The supplemeritary control takes the form of an eady elosure of the Iicensed fishing
season, leading to a reduction in effort. The assessrrierit method is based on the LesIie-Delury
method and is described in Rosenberg et. aI. (1990) and Basson et. al. (in press).

I
It is convenient to rerer to two phases iri the control of effort: Iicensirig prior to the season
and monitoring duririg the season. With regafd to the first phaSe, the decision that rieeds to
be made is what harvesting level to ailow. The outcomes for each level of effort are
uncertain but expccted escapement can be estirri:'lted from kriowledge (ar assumptions) about
the inean ar:d variance of recruitment. Given a target e~capement, the probability of having
to elose the fishery early can also be estimated for different levels of effort (Bas~on &
Beddirigton, in press). With regard to the second phase: the decision that needs to be made
is whether there is a need for a elosure or not. If assessments arid projections of escapement
indicate that the target may riot be met, decisioris have' to be made about tbe duration of a
elosure. Again, the outcomes are uricerciin but they ca'n be identified and evaluated under
different assumptions or scenarios. I

I
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Viewpoints in risk management !
Risk aSsessnient or analysis in fisheries management. as seen from the fisheries scientists'
point of view. most often focuses ori ways of quantifying probabilities of outcomes. and on
ways of fixing acceptable levels for these probabilities. ,lThere are. however. wider issues in
the debate on how nsk management should be haridled that are of great relevance to fisheries

scientists. . . , .' I
Thc report of the Royal Society study grOup (Anon. 1992) identifies seven sets of opposing
views that recur in the risk management debate. I would like to foeus on four of these that
are of particular relevance for fisheries (fable 1. below)~ and consider where management of
the Falkland Islands squid fishely falls with regard to these viewpoints.

I
Preventative versus corrective approach to regulation I

I ,

The Iimiting of effort at the Iicensing stage is aimed at preveriting the spawning stock from
falling tö a level far bdow that which would occur under no haivesting. This is elearly a
preventative measure butt because the stock size is not "kriown at the time. it is conditiomil
on recruhment being above some level. If recruitment is particulai-Iy low. for whatever feaSon,
then the allocated level of effort may not be sufficient to ensure that the management goal
is met. In this such cases effort can be reduced by shortenirig the fishing season. This is
eleariy a corrective approach. I

. . '. . ..' . .1. . .... '. ,.,
The philosophy behind the scientific advice for this fishery has always been that cIosures are
emergency measures. Early c10sure of the fishery is costly. disruptive and. if it occurs often.
faith in future wamings and in the authorities' ability to manage the fishery is likely to be
eroded. The expected number of elosures required fOf agiven level of effort has therefore
been used to aid decisiori-making about appropriate leveis of effort (Basson and Beddington,
in press). I
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Both approaehes. preventative arid eorreetive. are thus used in the managemerit of this squid
fishery. though the focus is primarilyon the preventative.

Table 1. A summary of four sets of opposing viewpoints in risk management policy (after
Anon. 1992).

Viewpoint

PREVENTATIVE APPROACH
anticipate events through
knowledge of the system and use a
preventative approach to management

QUANTITATIVE APPROACH
foeus on quantified evaluation of risk;
quantifieation promotes understanding
and rationality

GOALS ARE COMPLEMENTARY
'safety' of the resource and other goals
are coinpl<~meittaIy in good management

SPECIFY OUTCOMES
the regulatory proeess should concentrate
on specifying the management targets

Opposing Viewpoint

CORRECTIVE APPROACH
complex systems are not predictable
so resilience to everits amI a
eorrective approach are appropriate

QUALITATIVE APPROACH
focus on more qualitative assessments;
inherently unquantifiable factors should
be given proper weight

GOALS ARE TRADE-OFFS
'safety' of the resource must be explicitly
traded off against other goals

SPECIFY PROCESSES
the regulatory process shciiIld concentrate
on specifying management processes

•
Quantitative vel'Sus qualitative approach to risk assessment

There is no <:loubt that the approach to assessing risks in this case study is primarily
quantitative. The problems are such that they lend themselves, to quantification everi if
assumptions I1ave to bC incorporated or ranges of scenarios considered. There are, however.
important aspects that are difficult, if not impossible, to quantify.

First, take tbe example where two options for licensing ure considered. The one option is to
licence, say, 50 vessels to fish for three months each, while the second option, leading to the
same level of overall fishing mortality (and hence escapement) is to licence 150 vessels to
fish for a month only. Froin the poirit of view of moriitoririg the fishery, the first option is
far preferabh~ to the second. A longer iime-series of data would be available for stock
assessment during the seaSon and this implies a greater chance of detecting the rieect for a
cIosure in time to take appropriate action. It is, however, very difficult to quaritify the
associated probabilities for the two options even with extensive simulation studies.

Irrespective of the pattern of effort, thece is astilI a chance of rriaking amistake düririg the
moriitonng phase. Two types of mistakes are possible: Type I errors (detecting the need for
and enforeing a closufe when it really is not necessary) :ind Type II errorS (not detecting the
need for a cIosure when it is necessaly). In terms of the future survival of the squid stock,
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an error of Type II is c1early far more serious than an eITor of Type J. Again, the pi-obabilities
of these errors a.re very difficult to quantify, mainly because of the unceitwnty about the
threshold for the spawning stock.

In practice, these unqu3ntifiable aspects have been explicitly stated together witti the
• " "" " .' ",I".", • "

quantlfied aspects, and managers have 10 the past taken these 'warn1Ogs' seriously. There is
currently no fonnal way for incorporating qumitative risks irito the decision-making process,
but they are usually used as arguments for being coriservative.

Complementary goals versus trade-off hetween goals

Rather than consider the rather obvious arguments of sustainability, I would like to focus on
two different maUers tiere. First consider the relationship ,between 'safety' of the stock and
stability in the fishery. Effort regulation is more appropriate than catch regulation for this
highly variable annual stock. Tbe proportional escapement criteriori lends itself to stability in
tenns of the level of effort in the fishery. It does, however, imply that the annual catch levels
may be highly vanable. The goms ure thererore complementaIj if one is iriterested iri stabÜity
in quantities related to effort though there is a trade-off if the focus is on stability in
quantities related to catch. I

I
, ,I

Tbe seCond relatioriship to consider is that between 'säfety' and the capability to aSsess or
manage the stock. Tbere is often value in allowirig very high levels of effort because this may
produce contrast in data which would improve stock assessment. This is cIearly possible in
the case of Cl iriulti-cohort population. In the case of asingle cohort popuhition this is a very
risky approach! Rcgarding the distribution of effort within tile season, a more cautious
approach is again compatible with improved capability to assess the stock.

On baIance, goals such as stabilitY of the fishery (in tels of effort) and the ability to assess
.,,' " , , ". ,,' ,I' ' ••

and manage the stock are complemen~axy"rather than in: direct opposition. Having said that,
if viewed from ttle position of the foreign fishirig fleets, there may weIl be many goals which
an; nOI complementary 10 tlie sarety of Ibe resoure.. I . . .
Outcome specification ver$uS process specification I .
Management of the squid fishery basically falls into the categoly of outcome specificaÜon.
Althougll there are subtleties in reality, largely because the fishery haivests the säme
population in the FICZ, the. Argentine EEZ and intenuitionäI waters; the management
approach in the FICZ has been based on sPecifying a desirable level of effort arid aimirig to
achieve that. Corrective measures have also been bäsed on specifyirig a target level of
absolute escapement arid aiming to achieve that. I .
Tbe questiori that anses is how to specify these quantities. I deliberatdy used the word
'desirable' rather thcin 'appropriate' above because the latter has been at the heCirt of many of
risk management debates. With regard to nuclear power 01- the haivesting of whaIes; there has
been increased public concern and debate about 'safe' levels. What is ari appropriate level of
risk?What may appropriate to scientistS may not be appropriate to politicians or to the public.
The idea behind 'process specification' is to try and bypass this issue or, at least, minimise
its importance, by designing management processes (or procedures) that would be robust to
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hazards. 'This approach can also be interPreted as an integration over a range of possible
outcomes. Iri the fisheries management context. I am reminded of the International Whaling
Commission (IWC) management procedure which is discussed in KirkwoOd (this meeting).

Discussion

Management of the Falkland Islands squid fishery is generally closer, to the viewpoints
presented in the left hand column of Table I than to those in the. right hand column. This
approach to risk management is in line with what has been called the 'homeostatic' approach
(Anon 1992) where the management institution sets detenninate goals in advance arid converts
goals into quantified decision rules which experts can apply to particular cases. By
implication. relatively narrow participation and decision-making by a small gioup of exiJerts
is compatible with this approach.

A less widely accepted and less weIl developed approach which leans towards viewpoints in
the right hand colurnn of Table I, has been tenned the 'collibratory' approach (Anon 1992).
Here the, view is that reliable forecasting is usually limited by ineradicable scientific
llIicertainties. Furthennore, the large range of different worldviews limit the capacity ,for
setting overall goals to be turned into quantified decision roles in a robust way. Risk
management therefore requires the design of 'institutions' on the principle of the,desk lamp
which is held in balance by systems of springs, continuously in tension. The institutions
should explicitly juxtapose riyal viewpoints to maintain a constant process of dynamic tension
with no pre-set equilibrium. This approach favours resilience, qualitative debates over
uncertainties and process specification. It also favours broad participation in management and
decision-making.

There are many other possible approaches which fall somewhere between the two extremes
discussed above. These extremes do, however, highlight iv,·o interesting pointS. The first is
the difference betweeri the 'institutions' associated with a given management approach. In
temis of the Falkland Islands fishery, the 'institution' is a ve,ry simple orie, limitoo to scientific
advisers arid members of the Fisheries Dep:irtment and Government of the Islands. The
number of individuals involved are also few. Contr'llst this with large international bodies such
as the IWC or CCAMLR (Commissiori for the Conservation of Antarciic Marine Living
Resources). Tbe components of the management body and the number of People involved will
obviously affect commlmication and the way in which decisions are taken. The design of the
management body (or institution) cannot be viewed independently of the general approach to

, ,

management

The second point is the difference in phiiosophY. It is woith considering whether one of the
two above approaches is more applicable than the other to fisheries management in general,
and to what extent the approach depends on the forum within which management takes place.
If fisheries and resource management move more towaros the 'collibrational' approach, it
would oe wise to be explicit about it. This may be the only way to ensure that non-scientific
argumentS are heard and considered, without being disguised as scientific argumerits to try
and improve their credibility.
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